
Oil

On Thursday oil prices eased, slowing an upward surge that had pushed the market toward four-year highs, after U.S. President Donald 
Trump urged OPEC to lower crude prices ahead of its meeting in Algeria this weekend. OPEC and its allies are scheduled to meet on 
Sunday in Algeria to discuss how to allocate supply increases to offset a shortage of Iran supplies due to U.S. sanctions. The Brent front 
month settled down 0,70 USD/bbl at 78,70 USD/bbl. We expect the oil market to be neutral today.

Gas

With the change of weather conditions to colder temperatures and expectations of solid demand prompt prices gained further yester-
day. Still ongoing storage injections and capping production at the Groningen field, the most important Dutch gas field, will keep the 
prices supported. Gains in prompt contracts in combination with emissions and power prices being trade up also lifted longer-dated 
contracts. Those gains were partly given up again though as emissions fell back quite a bit from their day high. The TTF front month 
settled at 28,907 EUR/MWh, +0,178 EUR/MWh, after hitting 29,600 EUR/MWh before.

Coal

European coal prices pushed higher initially with the API2 Cal-19 contract hitting 99,00 USD/t. Once again emissions gaining delviered accord-
ing impulse, that lifted German power higher, which supported coal contracts. The Asian-Pacific market on the contrary shows signs of weak-
ness with the Newcastle benchmark slipping to almost a 4-month low on muted Chinese and Indian demand. Towards the end of the session 
European contracts pared earlier gains or booked losses as emissions prices dipped again. The API2 Cal-19 stood at 97,50 USD/t in the end. 
0,04 USD/t down, while the front quarter lost 1,09 USD/t on the day to close at 99,73 USD/t. Today might see trades in the recent range.

Carbon

It seems that market thinks higher prices are acceptable and somehow justified if you put more weight on fundamentals. The current price 
of the Dec-18 is higher than yesterday’s close of 22,03 EUR/t, so we expect markets to be near their short term equilibrium. During this 
two last weeks there has been excessive volatility and now we assume that there might be some calmer days ahead. The globally settled 
fuel markets are still quite strong which has effects on EEX prices. With current prices in surrounding markets (EEX, fuels), there is demand 
for coal and EUAs. We expect prices could stay within yesterday’s trading range today.

Hydro

Precipitation forecasts this morning are in line with the recent development. Today a storm will pass over southern Scandinavia, deliv-
ering high winds and large precipitation amounts. Sunday into Monday the remnants of hurricane Florence will pass over as well. But 
as they will most likely take a more southern path, it’s not going to be as wet. Still next week will see high precipitation, the week after 
looks a bit drier currently.

Germany

Currently short-term prices come under pressure as the turn to autumn conditions with wind potential gaining weighs in. Day-ahead 
prices are set to deliver between 30 to 40 EUR/MWh for some of the coming days. Still, to see more continues relaxation in spot prices, 
autumn conditions need to be seen longer than just temporary. Longer-dated contracts followed suit with fuels and emission markets 
gaining, but giving up those gains partly again. On the EEX the Cal-19 contract stood as high as 56,05 EUR/MWh, but was last traded at 
54,85 EUR/MWh. Prices are up again this morning, but we might see relatively minor gains today.

Equities

The equity indices ended green yesterday, the same direction is observed this morning in Asian markets. This is somehow strange but if 
investor confidence improves (greed is bigger than fear), there is room for upside again. Some investors might for example think that the 
recent sell-off in emerging markets has led valuations too low and prices tend to recover then. It also seems that trade tensions have 
not hurt global growth expectations too much. A kind of worrying issue is that the LME-index is decreasing since June (LME-index tells 
something about demand of metals). We expect markets to continue upwards because of apparent optimism.

Conclusion

Yesterday the front weeks suffered major losses as high precipitation within the next few days is expected to deliver a significant 
relaxation in the hydro balance. Week 39 for example was traded at 40,00 EUR/MWh, 5,38 EUR/MWh below Wednesday’s closing. This 
weakness in price development seemingly also spread to front months and quarter contracts, causing some not so little downwards 
adjustment. The front quarter shed 1,90 EUR/MWh, settling at 44,45 EUR/MWh. Longer-dated contracts slipped partly during the day, 
but bullish pressure from beighbouring markets was seemingly mounting, so that the YR-19 contract gainde 0,75 EUR/MWh in the end 
and closed the day at 37,75 EUR/MWh. This morning hardly any trade is done so far and bid/ask-spreads are rather wide. It appears the 
market is uncertain about the direction and deliver a neutral development to end the week.
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